A B S T R A C T This paper explores the repercussion of contextual information into confidence measuring for continuous speech recognition results. Our approach comprises three steps: to extract confidence predictors out of recognition results, to compile those predictors into confidence measures by means of a fuzzy inference systems whose parameters have been estimated, directly from examples, with an evolutionary strategy and, finally, to upgrade the confidence measures by the inclusion of contextual information. Through experimentation with two different continuous speech application tasks, results show that the context re-scoring procedure improves the capabilities of confidence measures to discriminate between correct and incorrect recognition results for every level of thresholding, even when a rather simple method to add contextual information is considered.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
In speech technology, continuous speech recognition represents a big challenge where the inclusion of language modeling (LM) has proven to rise the accuracy of the developed systems. To employ LM in speech recognition is to take profit of the redundancy that the context of every word contains in order to better aim the decoding process. Nevertheless, LM may induce errors in the system forcing the presence of word sequences plausible for it but which were not present in the original utterance. On a previous work
[l], we have constructed fuzzy confidence measures (CM's) as a feasible way to discriminate between correct and incorrect recognition hypotheses for a number of speech recognition applications. It seems natural to expect that the inclusion of contextual information in the calculation of confidence scores will increase their capabilities for continuous speech applications. Recently, two perspectives to combine LM probabilities and CM's for continuous speech have been tried: to use LM as another knowledge source for confidence measuring [2] and to include CM's in the LM [3] employed to recognize. Our approach takes profit of the context as a rescaling factor in order to post-process the CM's that were generated through a feature compilation procedure. Thus, it comprises three steps: feature extraction, feature compilation and CM re-scoring. The first two are described in
This research was supported by CONACyT and by CICYT under contract TIC98-0423-C06-01 0-7803-6293-4/00/$10.00 02000 IEEE. section 2 while confidence re-scoring is detailed in section 3. The framework of our experimentation is depicted in section 4 and results are discussed in section 5 . Conclusions are enumerated in section 6.
C O N F I D E N C E EVALUATION
Confidence measures can be generated by combining information about the recognition system in a featurecompilation fashion [4]. This approach has proven to rise the discriminative power of CM's when the features are extracted from the comparison of alternative recognition hypotheses or from multiple hypotheses recognition schemes [ 5 ] . Through careful study of the nature of the continuous speech recognition process, we have formulated three features to be the basis of our experimentation:
Features for confidence scoring
Our first feature is the likelihood score ratio (LSR). For its calculation, the likelihood score of the recognition hypothesis is normalized by the score of an alternative recognition network:
(1) 2 is the vector of acoustic features related to the actual input utterance and Ap and A, are the sets of hidden Markov models (HMM's) of the "principal" and "alternative" recognition networks respectively. There are two recognizers involved in our calculation of CM's: the principal, from which the hypotheses are taken, and the alternative, a reference used as second opinion [4]. Due to its unconstrained (and inaccurate) nature, the alternative network is capable to detect any sort of speech event although its results cannot be considered as recognition hypotheses. To use its score as normalization factor helps to verify the presence of an acoustic event in the input utterance. Because of its simplicity and high performance [3], we consider this feature, in isolation, as our baseline.
Our second feature is what we call sequence alignment score (SAS). This feature is intended to express the resem- . A further refinement is to categorize errors in terms of the units involved, for instance the confusion of two voiced units shows more evidence of mismatch between the principal and alternative strings than the confusion of two nasals. With this criterion, further weighting is applied to bigram probabilities. Our third feature, that we call relative speaking rate (RSR), is conceived to handle the insertion and deletion errors. Within a given utterance, it may be expected that the speaking rate is maintained by the speaker between certain margins. Whenever in the utterance appears an abrupt change of speaking rate, the presence of insertions or deletions in the recognized phrase can be suspected. RSR is calculated according to:
NT is the total of speech units detected in the whole hypothesis and N , , f are the units detected in the time interval t i , f where the actual recognition hypotheses (e.g.. word) is located. t T is the duration of the whole utterance. Since not every unit lasts the same, the lengths (NT and N~J ) usually do not correspond to the number of units found. Lengths are calculated according to a table of normalized relative durations typical for each unit.
Feature compilation engine
To build CM's in a "feature-compilation" fashion has recently become a common procedure. Among the several combination schemes studied, neural networks [5] (founded on genetic algorithms) to train the parameters of the fuzzy system from examples. The goal of training is to maximize the performance of CM's as correctness predictors. In a result classification task, performance can be evaluated through ROC (receiver operation characteristics) curves. The tradeoff between the two kinds of classification errors (false alarms and false rejections) is graphically represented in a ROC (see figures 2 and 3) . A useful summary for ROC'S is the normalized area below the curve that indicates the average level of correct detections for the whole range of operating points (the normalized area of an ideal classifier would be I). Our training procedure is suited to maximize the area below the ROC. For the feature compiler system, input variables are the three features extracted from recognition and the output is the fuzzy value (between 0 and 1) of confidence. The population for the evolutionary procedure can be initialized randomly (learning from scratch) or with a working system that is to be optimized. With this procedure we have finely tuned the parameters of the fuzzy systems presented in [l] . . . , wm, along with a corresponding sequence of confidence scores calculated after feature compilation, CFF = cf(wo), c f ( w l ) , . . . , c f ( w m ) , the context-rescaled CM's, CC; = c,(wo), cc(wl), . . . , cc(wm), can be calculated as:
CONTEXTUAL CONFIDENCE RE-SCORING
being s(7un) the scaling factor that depends on the information of the context of every word wn. We have decided just to consider the immediate context (tun-, and wn+1) of every hypothesis, although the results here obtained can be easily extended to larger considerations. The contextual information that we have taken into account are the adjacent confidence values and the probabilities of the LM used for recognition (i.e., an application specific bigram p-law. Once again, the evolutionary procedure described on section 2.2 is used to estimate the parameters of this "post-processor" fuzzy system. The objective of the training is, again, to maximize the ROC area for the re-scored CM's. The description of inputs, outputs and maximization target is shown on table 1. The first input represents the geometric mean of forward and backward bigram probabilities and the second is the arithmetic mean of surrounding CM's. The use of this second fuzzy system turns confidence measuring into a cascade procedure whose final product is an upgraded predictor of correctness. However, for the cases where LM probabilities provide little information (e.g. vocabularies with equiprobable instances), the former proposal can be reduced to the solely consideration of CM's, with no need of fuzzy combination step; thus, the re-scoring factor s might be represented by the arithmetic mean of the adjacent CM's. This "simplified" scheme is also tried in our experimentation.
EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK

Experimental work has been carried out in two different
On the other hand, the alternative recognizer was equipped with Phonemes discriminatively trained for acoustic modeling and loose language modeling restrictions, represented by a bigram that modeled the configuration of Spanish language. Experience indicate us, as a rule of thumb, that the higher the correct detection of the alternative system is, the better CM's work. However, one must be careful to avoid forcing false detections in the alternative recognition with restrictive LM's.
Generation of contextual confidence measures passes through the calculation of features for each word detected, then the features are compiled into a fuzzy CM. Next, CM's are re-scored according to their surrounding contexts. To avoid direct thresholding, performance of CM's is evaluated at several operating points.
DISCUSSION continuous speech recognition tasks:
Time, taken from the Spanish Speechdat 171 database. Speech was collected through the fixed telephone network, recorded under several acoustic environments and sampled at 8 kHz. Close to 1000 speakers utter prompted date and time phrases.
GDB (geographical database) is part of the Albayzin [8] database. Originally, speech was collected under laboratory 80 -i As previously stated (section 2.2), our measures of performance are ROC'S and the areas below the curves. Figure 2 shows the ROC'^ for the q 3 m e , 7 recognition task.
------ Fuzzy-compiled CM's (which contains information from the three features) perform better than the best feature in
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have demonstrated that the implementation of a rescaling procedure, that conveys contextual information for every recognition hypothesis, provides great enhancement in confidence measuring for continuous speech recognition. Re-scoring results in a considerable reduction of CM values for consecutive wrong recognition results and for wrong beginnings and endings. It has been found that contextual CM's are specially helpful for short words. When CM's are used to discriminate between correct and incorrect results, considerable improvement is achieved for every operating point tried. Particularly noticeable is the increment of detection for low levels of false alarms. These conditions stand even when contextual information is added by means of a quite simple procedure. On the other hand, the application of an evolutionary fuzzy system as feature and information compiler introduces an efficient tool for the fields of recognition results evaluation and utterance verification. Figure 3: ROC's and areas for the "GDB" database isolation (dotted against solid lines) and further improvement is achieved after contextual re-scoring (dashed and dash-dot lines). Between the two approaches for context inclusion (fuzzy combination and simplified method) the best performance is reached by the combination of LM and CM's but the simplified scheme is not far beyond it in terms of area below ROC's.
For the GDB task, results are plotted on figure 3. As expected, feature-compiled CM's perform better than baseline. For re-scoring, the fuzzy combination performs better than the simplified method but, again, they are not far from each other. The enhancement for rescaled CM's is noticeable. In the critical region of low false alarms (between 0 and 20 percent) a relevant increment of 20 points of detection is achieved. Overall, the increment of performance is noticed by the area below the re-scored curve: an average improvement of 7 points of detection is reached for the whole range of operating points. A comparison of the curves for both applications shows that the final performances of the re-scored CM's are similar, even though the capabilities of the baseline experiments are very different. The drop of performance of the compiled CM's in the GDB application is substantially alleviated by its richer context. Although the simplified method performs worse in both applications, its use is justified (and preferred) when design and computational efforts are issues to be considered.
Qualitative analysis of results at hypotheses level shows that, overall, the values of confidence for wrong hypotheses are reduced while those for correct ones are maintained or augmented in most of the cases. The kind of wrong hypotheses that are affected the most are errors that appear surrounded by other errors. Also wrong beginning and ending hypotheses that lead or follow further errors are better labeled. At a syntactic level, short words as articles, prepositions and conjunctions that follow correctly tagged words such as nouns or proper nouns are the hypotheses better re-scored. This procedure is particularly suited for applications where the construction of hypotheses largely depends on this kind of particles. 
